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This is Mumon’s comment on this koan called, “Everyday Mind Is the Way.”  Mumon’s

comment is very simple but it is also very excellent.  What is exactly so great about Mumon’s

comment?  Well, that is something that all of you have to figure out for yourselves, using your

own strength, but Mumon was a great Osho so he usually gives great comments.

 As I was talking about yesterday, if you don’t have the wisdom that knows that the two

fundamental opposing functions of plus and minus meet each other, well actually, everybody

knows that these two functions meet each other, but if you don’t  really have the wisdom that

knows, “Yes, that’s it!” then of course you can’t understand his comment.  If you are a modern

person, then everybody should know that when plus and minus become one, that’s zero.  If I tell

you that zero doesn’t belong to U or Mu, doesn’t belong to being or non-being, then everybody

will think, “Oh Yea, of course that’s right.”  Everybody upon hearing that zero, the result of plus

and minus coming together called zero, doesn’t belong to man or woman, doesn’t belong to good

or evil, anyone when they hear that will think, “Yes, that sounds right.”  But almost no one really

manifests the wisdom that feels, “Of course that’s it.”  When it comes, however, to the principle

that when zero divides in two, then the three worlds of past, present, and future appear.  Some

people think, “Oh well, maybe that might be so.” But most people really have no idea what I am

talking about.  

Then, when I start telling you that the origin of the minus activity is the future and the

origin of the plus activity is the past, and that the present moment takes a portion of past and

future, and those portions of past and future come together and make the present, then it becomes

even more difficult to understand.  If I say that the present moment has both plus and minus as

it’s  content,  then  you  start  to  sort  of  understand.   When  plus  and  minus  give  that  part  of

themselves in order to birth the present moment, they have then lost that part of themselves and

so they are now not their pure state; they are now their imperfect, impure state.  And although

you might be able to understand these words and think, “That makes sense.”  It’s a different
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story to actually manifest yourself as this principle itself.

 And so if I ask you, “Where have you come from?” because you cannot do this,  you

can’t really answer me.  When plus and minus totally become one with each other, that is zero

but when they actually separate from each other the worlds of past present and future are born.

And although you say that you understand over and over again, when you come to Sanzen, not

just once but two or three or five or ten or any number of tens of times, and I ask you where have

you come from, you can’t answer in a way that shows that you really understand.  The world of

past, present and future is the human world in which the present moment is the self.  And every

aspect of this human world is imperfect.  The present the past and the future are all imperfect and

although you say you understand this, you don’t understand really.  Not just human beings but

every existent being is imperfect.  A dog, a cat, all the way down to a plant and a stone, as long

as an existent being is existing as a particular existent being, that world is imperfect.  But no one

really understands this.  From this you should be able to see just how important it is to think

clearly, “I am incomplete; I am as yet imperfect.”  It is more than just an important thing to

think.  Your true response, your true answer should be,  “I am as yet an incomplete person.” 

If you give me a face that is saying, “I am in the perfect state,” I would rather see the face

of a dog or a cat!  I am imperfect, I am without doubt incomplete.  When you are in the imperfect

state, then you are manifesting yourself as either a man or a woman.  And at least as one way of

teaching, we say that when the minus activity manifests itself completely that’s complete minus

and the complete  plus activity  can manifest  himself  as total  plus.  Although plus and minus

might be manifesting themselves as complete plus and complete minus, as long as they are still

facing each other, as long as they are still opposing each other, that’s still the world of subject

and object, guest and host, and therefore that state is imperfect.  

Buddhism says that as long as you are manifest as a man or a woman, you might be called

a human being, but you are not the complete human.  You are not the perfect person.  The

complete person means the perfect self.  When plus and minus totally become one that is zero.

That is the complete human being.  That is the perfect person.  That is the person who doesn’t

need to think, that doesn’t need to have any doubts, that doesn’t need to reject anything.  There is
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no perfect state other than that zero.  When plus totally experiences minus, that means totally

experiences the world of minus, totally experiences the minus self, and simultaneously, minus

completely experiences the world of plus, that is the manifestation of the complete state.  That is

the manifestation of the complete human being.  

Buddhism teaches that plus and minus will without a doubt have times that they are in

opposition with each other, and then they must make relationship with each other.  Buddhism

says that essentially we do these two activities, we do the activity of making relationship and

then when that relationship is made, we do the activity of separating, in other words, breaking off

that  relationship.   These  two  activities  coming  together  and  coming  apart  are  our  essential

functioning.  Buddhism says that no matter what, somehow or another you have to find a way to

recognize that it is the very nature of plus and minus to come together, but it is also the nature of

plus and minus to not fixate that unity, but to again come apart.  It seems that in the religious

world it’s almost always the case that the recognition of good and evil is taken very seriously.

Religion recognizes God.  But Buddhism asks, “Where does that God appear and where does it

disappear?”  I think everybody conceives of God as being the absolute, the supreme.  

Buddhism teaches that there is no God, there is no absolute other than the unity of all of

plus and all of minus.  When it comes to our human life as I always tell you, we can think of the

manifestation of the unity of plus and minus as manifesting one true nature.   And when we

manifest ourselves as one true nature, then we appear as zero, as the perfect self, as the true self,

as one true nature itself.  You have to understand that when plus and minus come together, that is

zero and that means that plus is no long plus and minus is no longer minus.  Plus and minus are

both gone and that’s zero.  You have to think clearly that the state of zero comes into being

through negation.  Plus is negated and minus is negated.  But Buddhism says that there is another

perfect self that is manifest through affirmation.  Because we teach this opposite state as well,

it’s really hard, especially for beginners it’s almost impossible to understand.  

And when you don’t understand at all  then you become just like Joshu and you start

trying to figure things out in this  and that  and the other way and ask all  sorts  of questions.

Buddhism does however teach that when it comes to the manifestation of the complete self, there
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are cases where the complete self is manifest through the activity of affirmation and there are

cases when the complete self is manifest through the activity of negation.  When we teach about

the activity of negation, at least as one way of teaching, we tell you that you must understand that

when the perfect self is manifest through the activity of negation, that is the contracting activity.

That is the female activity.  That is the activity that contracts itself, that negates itself, that the

contracting female activity is leading in this process.  

Maybe the idea of “ladies first,” culturally, can be included in this activity of negation.

When the negation activity is being done, men can’t puff out their chests and assert themselves;

they have to negate themselves and follow along.  But then you might ask, “Isn’t it true that the

complete self is also manifest through the living activity, through the activity of self affirmation?

What is that activity?”  If the minus activity is the activity of negating the self, then the plus

activity, at least as one way of teaching, is taught to be the activity of affirming the self.  This

process of plus, this process in which the plus affirming activity is leading, takes place with plus

leading, being helped by, accompanied by minus until the state is reached where the activity of

affirming the self doesn’t need to be done any more.  That is the complete self.  Within the

manifestation of yourself,  there are according to Buddhism these two essential  aspects.   The

aspect of affirming the self and the aspect of negating the self.  When the self affirming activity

is being done then one way or another the minus female activity has to follow that activity of

affirming the self.  So I guess we can call this male chauvinism, the opposite of ‘ladies first.’  

Be careful you Americans.  If you get so proud of your ladies-firstness, then what will

happen to the men?  They will just be lost.  I don’t think you modern women worry about this.

You just want to talk about equality.  But what is equality?  Equality means that when the plus

activity is leading then the minus activity follows that lead and likewise when the minus activity

is leading, then the plus activity follows the minus activity.  And that state of equality occurs at

the same time, simultaneously.  Because simultaneously it is manifest that is why equality is

manifest. 

But it isn’t always equality, there is also a state of differences.  And when differences

appear they all appear at once.  Those states of equality and differences are always appearing in
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this one world.  It is always the same one and only world that there is that equality is manifest in

and differences are manifest in.  But what exactly is the condition under which differences are

manifest  and under which equality  is  manifested?  If  you only understand the principle  that

equality is manifest when plus and minus become one then you won’t be able to understand how

differences are manifest.  When plus and minus unify and manifest the world of equality and

when plus and minus separate and manifest the state of differences, both of these manifestations

happen through the one activity called the dharma activity which is the same activity that is

being named in this koan as “The Way.”  

And  in  conclusion,  we  teach  that  both  the  state  of  equality  and  the  state  in  which

differences are manifest are manifest through these two fundamental opposing function which I

have  been  calling  plus  and  minus  and  which  we  could  equally  well  understand  to  be  the

affirming activity and the negating activity.  I think that most people when they hear this kind of

teaching think that it is irrelevant to them.  They think, “I don’t need to learn this difficult thing

which tries to tell  me that evil  and good are equal to each other.  I don’t need to learn this

impossible thing about equality.   It  doesn’t  have anything to do with me.”  And that’s true.

There’s really no need to learn this difficult thing called Zen. 

Some people think, “Well, it’s enough for me just to try to understand that we all are

appearing as zero and then as the imperfect self which is not zero over and over again.  That’s

more than enough.”  And if you think that way, that’s fine.  Some people think “It’s enough for

me just to try to follow my husband or follow my wife,” and that’s OK.  You are right!  That’s

more than enough.  But Buddhism says, “What about those times that inevitably arise when you

just can’t follow your wife or you can’t follow your husband?”  What kind of times are those?

If you are a mother or a father; if you are an old man or an old lady you should be able to

understand this.  Think about this carefully.   There are these times when you cannot simply

unconditionally follow your husband or wife.  But, think about it carefully.  What sorts of states

are those; what sorts of situations are those when you cannot? 

When you have children then the arena becomes the arena of raising those children.  The

child is both of your child.  And then the father thinks, “This is really the best way to raise our
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child,” but the mother thinks that sounds really stupid,   “NO! It’s really this way we should raise

our child.”  And so, when the child is born, the debate begins about how to raise it, and that

becomes your world.  If you really have had this experience then you should know what I am

talking about.   It’s the child that causes all the trouble.  It’s natural that these debates arise

because the father is looking at education from his plus point of view and the mother is looking

at education from her minus point of view.  

You might think it is enough just for the husband to follow the wife and the wife to freely

follow the husband, but then the child comes and things get difficult.  It’s simply the case that it

is difficult to manifest your human self.  How can we make a complete way of education for

children?  If both husband and wife stand up in the shoes of the child then it’s easy, then it’s not

a big deal at all.  As I always tell you, when the child is born it has equal amounts of mother and

father as its content.  And dad and mom have the same origin as the child.  The dad has the plus

as  his  origin  and the  mom has  total  minus as  her  origin.   And the  child  has  both of  those

activities of plus and minus as its origin.  And the dad trying his best to be a dad always has that

plus as his origin and the mom likewise always has the minus as her origin.   And the child

appears with both plus and minus as its content.  But when the mother and father were born

themselves just in the same way as the child they had both plus and minus as their content.  (The

translator is upsetting the Roshi when he asks stupid questions just in the time when he was

really getting into it!)  When the dad was born, he was born in the same way as the child is born

with both plus and minus.  And mom also was born in the same way as the child, with plus and

minus as her content.  

But when mother and father do the activity of birthing the child then the father becomes

the  total  plus  activity  and  the  mother  becomes  the  total  minus  activity,  and  they  do  their

functioning of unifying and facing.  If you attach to the way of thinking that makes the human

state and the state of the origin distinct and different from each other, always, then, the true way

of thinking will not appear. 

If you are a scientist, the way you can become a great scientist is to not get tied up by

always thinking in terms of the human state and the state of the source as being separate from
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each other.  Then, you can have a truly pure way of thinking.  The reason why we make so many

mistakes is because we attach to our selves as humans, in the human world, and think, “I am the

father, you’re the mother, and you’re the child.”  But true scholars don’t think that way.  If you

are a true scholar, then you have a clean pure way of thinking, which thinks that when plus and

minus come together that’s zero, and then when they separate, the child is born.  

When the child is born, then it doesn’t just fixate itself; it grows up.  In the religious

world there are some religions that negate the idea of evolution or growing and developing.

Buddhism also, in the heart sutra for example, talks about “No increasing and no decreasing,”

and that would seem to be the foundation of a way of thinking that negates the idea of evolution.

The  truth  itself,  the  reality  itself,  is  that  state  where  there  is  no  advancing  and  there  is  no

regressing. 

But who is it that makes up the truth?  According to Buddhism, plus and minus coming

together make up the truth.  The truth has as it’s content, reality has as it’s content, plus and

minus.  And the activities of plus and minus are always doing their activities of expanding and

contracting.   The place  you live  in is  always moving,  is  always doing either  contracting  or

expanding.  

But that world that you are living in is always just one world, there are never two worlds.

That is the world of which there are never two.  The world that of which there are never two is

the cosmos itself.  There is only one universe.  And there is only one perfect self.  Your world is

always just one world no matter how much you evolve, no matter how much you grow and

develop.  Whether you become an old grandfather or whether you are a young man, your world

is always one.  

That means that reality itself is always just one, is always the one and only reality there is.

That is what is meant by “No increasing, no decreasing.”   It’s a misunderstanding however of

Buddhism to think that there is simply no evolving, and no regressing, no going forward and no

retreating.  It’s true that the truth, reality itself, is always just one but that reality is comprised of

plus and minus that are always changing.  

So, when the self is born it will without a doubt undergo the process of growing and
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oppositely also undergo the process of regressing.  And it is through the relationship with plus

and minus, father and mother, that growing is done and when all of those two functions are made

content, that is fully grown.  Complete growing always comes to making both plus and minus

you’re content.  If you do the kind of growing where you are only making plus your content, then

that’s only half-grown.  If you only win the point of view of father for yourself but can’t catch

mother, then it will end up being the situation where mother and father are opposing each other

with the child in the middle.  When mother and father are opposing each other, the "I am" is

there.  The "I am self" is there having both plus and minus as it’s content.  And plus and minus

are opposing each other.  That kind of opposition is not true growing.  

When the situation is like that, in that kind of opposition, it’s simply that the self has been

born but it hasn’t reached the level yet of actually doing the activity of growing.  But when the

self then makes all of plus and minus it’s content then it does the complete activity of growing.

And making all of plus and minus its content, mother and father disappear, mother and father are

no longer objects to the self, and the self is manifest as the perfect self.  

Whenever the perfect self is manifest, mother and father are necessarily gone.  As long as

mother and father are still standing there, as long as you’re depending on mother and father, that

is necessarily not the manifestation of the complete self.  Buddhism is very strict about this.  We

don’t  just  say that  you have to  make plus  and minus all  your content,  we say you have to

manifest the wisdom that really knows that that means you have everything as your content.

When you manifest the perfect self, and then you wake up from that manifestation of the perfect

self, for the first time the wisdom will arise in you that you had everything as your content.  And

this realization in Buddhism is called the manifestation of great compassion.  Actually, I don’t

really like the English word “compassion” very much.  There must be a better word somewhere,

but I will just use compassion.  We could also say the manifestation of true love.  

To study Buddhism is to study the dharma activity, but that means in conclusion, to study

the activity of great compassion, to study the activity of true love.  Manifesting true love and

then awakening from that manifestation of true love and the realization of the heart of great

compassion, further, you realize that heart of great compassion is comprised of two compassions:
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the karuna love and maitri love.  And doing those two activities, you want to save everything,

you want to bring everything to salvation.  That’s the heart of the true mother.  

The dad tries to raise up the child to be the kind of child that’s always striving with every

ounce of energy not to be outdone by anyone.  The dad teaches the child to never be defeated.

But the mother is different.  The mother, giving rise to the great heart of compassion, to the love

of  Maitri,   teaches  the  child,   “You don’t  have to  compete  with  anyone.   You should  love

everyone.  You should get along harmoniously with everyone.”  And so the mother and father

are always tugging in opposite directions.  

So  Mumon  gives  us  his  comment  and  he  says,  “I  guess  Joshu  had  some  kind  of

enlightenment at the instruction of Nansen but please be clear, he has a long way to go yet.”  I

want to talk more tomorrow more about the first part of his comment where it talks about Nansen

breaking up like a brick being smashed and melting away like ice.  But today I just wanted to

point out that Mumon is saying that Joshu is way no good, he still has a long way to go before he

gets it.   

終

The End
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